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Hearing  Imre  Lakatos  last  night,  I  was  prompted  to  recognize  that  my  paper  could 
easily  be  viewed  with  reference  to  his  division  of  epistemology  into  the  logic  of  justification 
and  the  logic  of  discovery.  The  "problem-worrying"  of  my  title,  which  I  shall  try  to  support 

in  the  latter  part  of  my  paper,  represents  a  dynamic  involvement  in  the  problem  situation.  I 
think  my  example  from  architecture  will  not:  be  wholly  foreign  to  Lakatos'  demonstration  of 
the  logic  of  discovery  in  mathematics. 

In  the  first  part  of  my  paper,  I  shall  suggest  that  the  notion  of  problem-solving, 

especially  as  architects  have  thus  far  encountered  it,  is  bound  up  with  a  desire  for 

justification.  In  the  stronger  instances,  there  has  probably  been  a  belief  that  problem- 
solving  routines  would  lead  to  justifiable  results;  in  the  weaker  instances  there  may  have   
misappropriated,  techniques   

It  is  imperative  that  WQ  do  not  warp  human  wel1-being  just  for  the  sake  of 
exploiting  a  technique  ﾑ  especially  when  the  technique  is  a  powerful  one.  As  I  shall 

soon  explain  in  more  detai1,  the  ideas  of  problem-solving  which  have  recently  interested 
architects  are  involved  with  either  problems  of  achieving  definite  goals  or  else  with 
problems  of  synthesizing  from  a  body  of  established  facts.  Because  of  these 
characteristics  of  either  definite  goal  orientation  or  inductivism,  these  notions  of  problem- 

solving  are  neither  descriptive  of  the  traditional  behavior  of  the  best  architects  nor 

applicable  to  the  current  problem  situation  of  architecture.  In  contrast  to  these  attitudes  of 

solving  the  problem,  I  wish  to  present  another  attitude  toward  problems  ﾑ  "problem- 
worrying."  If  I  were  to  attempt  to  characterize  the  notion  of  "problem-worrying"  explicitly 
and  with  words  of  a  more  positive  connotation,  I  would  suggest  that  architecture  is 
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must  be  accomplished,  then,  through  the  exercise  of  tentative  foresight  and  the  critical 
examination  of  that  foresight  and  the  actions  to  which  it  has  led.  According  to  this 
description,  neither  the  human  purposes  nor  the  architect's  methods  are  definitely 

determined  in  advance.  Consequently,  if  this  interpretation  of  the  architectural  problem 
situation  is  correct,  any  problem-solving  technique  that  relies  on  explicit  problem 
definition  or  distinct  goa1-0rientation  will  distort  the  human  purposes  involved. 

Though  I  confess  that  I  have  no  explicit  model  of  "problem-worrying"  to 

compare  with  certain  problem-solving  models,  1  have  a  rudimentary  idea  of  it  which  I 
shall  try  to  exhibit  with  the  aid  of  an  example.  The  example  is  that  of  a  building  which  in 

its  realization  led  to  the  reformulation  of  the  problem  which  it  set  out  to  solve,  fte  original 

problem  having  been  how  best  to  develop  visual  awareness  in  a  population  that  had 
been  described  as  visual  illiterates   

Finally,  it  must  be  acknowledged  that  there  are  important  problem-solving  models 
which  incorporate  much  of  what  I  have  called  "problem-worrying,"  namely,  when  a 

problem-solving  model  incorporates  a  highly  sensitive  feedback  mechanism  and  is 
operating  in  an  appropriate  domain.  However  much  more  closely  this  may  align 

problem-solving  routines  and  architectural  design,  it  may  still  be  argued  that  there  is  a 

significant  incongruence  between  these  activities.  It  is  doubtfu1,  then,  that  problem-solving 
models  are  preferable  to  problem-worrying  in  problem  situations  with  extraordinarily 
complex  feedback  such  as  architecture,  as  I  have  described  it,  is. 

SO  巾 u@hfo 「 the  SU 山 ma ワ ・ 丁 O  begl 口 aHoveragaln ， then ， l 卜 aw  aSSu 巾 ed 山 at 

architecture  is  concerned  with  the  wel1-being  of  man.  We  are  inquiring  as  to  the 

appropriateness  of  problem-solving  techniques  for  architecture   

We  may  now  take  a  more  detailed  100k  at  the  relation  between  architecture  and 
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problem-solving.  Although  perhaps  not  the  approach  to  problem-solving  that  has 
most@ninterestedarch 而 e    ， 山 eStron    StClalmsSforthecloSe  relatlonofCreatlvltVand 

p て oblem-solv@ng  Stem  from  those  山 eoneSwhlchare  basedondeflnlte  goalorlentatlon   
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aUtomljlzlnathe  p て oblem-    lVlngS 卜 Uat@onSofgameS ， ofSymbollCloglC ， andof      ln 

limited  and  very  clearly  stated  "rea1-1ife  problems."  In  these  situations  it  is  possible  to 

describe  the  initial  state  and  the  state  to  be  achieved  in  the  same  symbolic  language   

The  problem  is  a  matter  of  achieving  the  goa1,  the  already  described  final  state. 

Achieving  such  a  goal  is  not  automatic  even  in,  say,  many  games  with  limited  elements 

and  precise  rules.  It  is  still  necessary  to  develop  a  sense  of  good  play.  Invention, 

ingenuity  and  other  similar  traits  enter  into  the  development  of  such  a  sense  of  good 

play,  and  this  leads  Simon  and  his  colleagues  to  consider  creativity  as  a  special  class  of 
problem-solving. 

There  is  no  reason  to  deny  the  use  of  the  word  "creative"  for  achievement  of  the 

sort  just  described,  but  one  should  resist  seeing  this  kind  of  situation  as  adequate 

description  of  quite  different  problem  situations  and  their  appropriate  creative 
responses. 

When  Simon  and  his  colleagues  extend  their  understanding  of  problem-solving  and 
creativity  into  the  design  of  physical  objects  (as  they  do  by  reference  to  work  on 

automatized  design  of  electric  motors),  it  turns  out  that  they  are  establishing  a  hierarchy  of 
deslgnoperatlons. The"deslgnenglnee 卜 vWhom  ・ ltheyareautom8atlzlnagisarathercleriCal 

d    lslon-make 「 Wo て klngW 川・ 山 lnagamewlthwellStmC[ur    elemeen 卜 a    て口 @    ・ The 

てユニニ t て九寸斗 ll ニニト L 下 ア寸 ee イて toToffL 人 口 てナて九 下 ア寸 eent て九 l トすてフ ll て 二 LL,th てユて二 re て九 tl トトてユてノてユニニ lL 斗イて oftth てユ十トヰ h てフ le  f て九 イ 丁丁 HLL( フ千下ア寸 ot てフ て ニニ 

恒 ke ニニ下斗 l て九   てフ L 人 十 ニ斗 l てノ e  て九 口 てノトす 川 てフ rtoto  the  て九 ut てフ 下 ア寸 aatl ニニて九 tl てフ 口 ・ 丁 heLL て九 て e  ニニてユ ekl イて L 斗 寸 てフて九 口 t てフ 下 ア寸て九 tl ニニ e  th てユ 

play  of  chess,  not  the  creation  of  the  game  itself.  This  is  a  limited  and  reasonable  approach 

which  no  doubt  has  useful  applications  where  certain  decision-making  routines  must  be 

repeated  again  and  again;  but  WO  cannot  generalize  from  this  to  problem  situations  where 
words  such  as  "design"  and  "creativity"  are  used  to  refer  to  activities  which  do  not  have  such 
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the  problem  of  designing  the  motor  as  including  the  need,  the  manufacturer's  policy-making. 
detail  design,  testing,  production,  and  the  use  of  the  motor.  This  partial  rendition  of  the 
factors の mpH    tlnggadesireforComprehenslve  deslgn,suggestswhy 山 e  「   口 ltso 十 th 。 

design  process  are  so  often  found  wanting.  And  this  in  turn  leads  to  the  imperatives  for 
laying  bare  the  bones  of  the  design  process   

@narchlteCture ， 山 edemaa    forS    e 巾 aLC ign  arises  from  a  situation  which  is 

quite  generally  recognized.  Increasingly,  it  seems,  the  works  of  even  our  most 

renowned  architects  are  open  to  serious  criticism;  and  regardless  of  the  severity  of  the 
criticism,  architects  have  proved  themselves  incapable  of  justifying  what  they  d0. 
Systems  oriented  architects  appear  to  interpret  this  situation  in  the  following  way:  If  our 

building  were  to  fit  its  problem  perfectly,  then  there  could  be  no  criticism  and  WO  could 

justify  both  our  method  and  our  product.  Such  a  perfect  fit,  they  continue,  can  only  be 
achieved  if  WO  have  a  wel1-structured,  detailed  description  of  the  problem  and  then 
generate  the  solution  from  the  problem  statement.  It  is  fortunate  that  WF  have  several 

new  sciences  and  new  tools  that  can  aid  the  systematic  designer  in  this  program  of 

  Ls 干 a 口 O 川 yco 山 ploto  definltlonofthe  prob@elem  目 口口 5yntheSlsofthe  solutlon. 

AsyouwiIfallknow,there  have  been 弍 eepslnthe  dire 戊 lonof ト eaHzlng  the 

systematic  design  program.  However,  it  may  be  of  interest  to  you  to  learn  of  certain 
recent  developments  in  the  United  states  which  treat  architecture  as  systematic  problem- 
  @vln 日 ， There  are  now  slgnsthatthe  eXplorat(to ウ sStudleslnthe  adaptatlonofe@eCtronlc 

日 mm り n@    LOnaandda 悔 [proCeSSIng,ofS 吟 LSmSSanalysls,and  othernew  teChnlquesare 

abo 口 tttto  reCeiVegeneralized,5emllo 行 @clalslSuppo 『 tf 「 Om  thearchiteCtUraleS 悔 bN5hmeent   

To  doCu 巾 Gent 亡 nthlsadventof    ml-o 竹 @clClal(lSuppo 『 tfora  new  problem-lUorlenteo, 

5yStemCatlcapproaChto  arc 卜 lI    Laldes@gn ， lshallmle 口甘 OnCon@yoneofseveralreCent 

events. The  Amee 口   口 lnsLtute  ofArGhlteCtSand  p 口口の ton  U 川 verSl ゆ r    nLy  enleL    l 巾 。 
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anagLLcmen 亡 め式 り d ノ t 卜 ekeypFoble 川 sSofthearchltect 口 ralprofesslonandofthe 

professional  education  of  the  architect.  The  principal  intention  is  that  the  study  will  result  in 

educational  reform.  Included  in  the  first  document  from  Princeton  was  "A  List  of  Key 

Problems  in  Architecture."  The  list  began  with  a  problem  stated  as  question  and  answer, 

as  follows:  "1.)  How  can  we  improve  competence  in  environmental  programming?  a.) 
develop  more  effective  techniques  of  problem-stating  and  problem-solving."  Top 
priority  is  given  to  the  role  of  the  program  in  architecture,  to  problem-stating,  and  this  leads 
one  on  to  the  satisfaction  of  the  program,  problem-solving. 

ldo  notwantto  go  too  farlnpr 卜 Ll ま Udglngthe  A ・ @ ・ ハ ・ p 日口   亡 o 口 pLoJ    ， Whlc 卜 l50 口 @ ノ 

ge 田 ng  口 nde 叩 ay ・ HoweVer ， lthln ほ山 e 卜 p の     l5do  bnng  OuL 山 c  節口 d 」 口 SL 刊   Uonal 

approach  to  problem-solving,  and  the  approach  that  is  more  common  among  architects   

Rather  than  seeking  a  dearly  defined  goal  (the  first  justificational  approach),  this  second 
justificational  approach  is  inductive,  seeking  to  define  the  problem  carefully  in  order  to 

have  a  fixed  standard  against  which  to  judge  any  proposed  problem  solution.  The  static 
quality  of  this  understanding  of  the  design  process  is  well  brought  out  in  the  most  recent 

document  of  the  Princeton  project.  The  first  three  stages  of  their  breakdown  of  architectural 
design  activity  are  as  follows     

卜               : 日 Oa@S ， n S ， r    ur 瞭 and  pno 「 ltleSofCHent ， り   「 ，   山山 unl ゆ   

2)Formul8tc:alternative    H 口 eS ， 可 rat    leS ， proCedUresforform ， 口 ntent 

and  pEoCeSS ，   
So  much  could  be  interpreted  variously,  but  where  the  complete  lack  of  any 

Sen    Ofd    a 山 @    lS ト evealedlSl 口 thefou はれ Step: 

4 う Se@    : 山 ea@te て natlvewl 山 beSt 山 atChto 口 o ・ 「 ， t 卜 atlS ， Lotheproblem- 

S 主 てニ 亡 てニ 巾 てニ nt   

Because  one  wants  to  justify  one's  actions  on  the  basis  of  their  conformity  with  the 

orlglnalp ト   ト am  S 恒 tement ， thereCanbe  noConslderationofthef 日 ぬ thatanvConCe 「     t 

OfdeSlgnp ト opo    lsandeValuaUonSw 山 al めて thea て ChL    ・ sunderS ぬ ndlngoft 卜 ep ト Obielem ・ 
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There  can  also  be  no  exploration  of  the  fact  that  any  proposal  will  entail  originally 
unintended  consequences.  To  whatever  degree  these  can  be  foreseen,  the  problem 
should  be  reconsidered  in  the  light  of  these  consequences   

Thus,  this  whole  approach  can  be  criticized  in  at  least  two  serious  ways     

1)  the  usual  problem  of  inductivist  theories  that  they  can  never  be  sure  that  they  have 

adequate  data  from  which  to  synthesize  or  even  adequate  data  to  check  against,  if  one  is 

seeking  justification;  and  2)  that  the  process  of  creative  design  is  artificially  simplified  in 
order  that  it  may  be  viewed  more  systematically  and  in  order  that  its  results  may  be 

justified  by  their  consistency  witti  an  initial  statement.  This,  even  though  the  original 
statement  may  be  a  curious  artifact  that  bears  only  slight  resemblance  to  the  new  problem 

situation. 

Now,  systematic  problem-solving  design  is  not  the  only  possible  alternative  to  the 
current  easily  criticizable  situation  of  architectural  design.  If  systematic  design  is  not  the 
only  alternative  and  is  itself  open  to  serious  criticism,  ften  why  should  the  adoption  of 
these  techniques  seem  to  be  so  imperative? 

Our  society  certainly  encourages  an  enthusiasm  for  new  techniques,  but  such  a 

compulsion  is  especially  deeply  rooted  ﾑ  explicitly  and  implicitly  ﾑ  in  the    thinking  of 

architects.  This  compulsion  stems  from  the  acceptance  of  the  nineteenth  century 

doctrine  that  architecture  is  the  physical  expression,  and  perhaps  the  fullest  expression, 
0f  the  spirit  of  the  time.  Once  this  notion  is  accepted  for  past  times,  and  once  it  is 
realized  that  WQ  live  in  a  different  time,  the  necessity  arises  for  discovering  the  spirit  of 
our  time  and  discovering  those  forms  that  will  express  our  spirit.  Such  a  search  for 

spirits  and  expressions  can  lead  to  various  situations,  but  one  compelling  interpretation 
is  that  which  claims  that  the  architect  must  express  the  spirit  of  his  times  through  the  use 

of  the  newest  materials  and  techniques.  The  poignancy  of  the  topic  WO  are  discussing 
is  this:  the  search  for  a  spirit  of  the  times  is  a  kind  of  historical  phrenology  that  distracts 

one  from  actual  problem  situations.  Yet  in  our  instance  the  spirit-expressing  technique 
is  one  of  problem-solving   
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1t  appears,  then,  that  in  the  1960's  there  is  a  double  imperative  for  the  use  of 

problem-solving  techniques;  first,  because  we  have  problems,  and  then  because  their 
use  will  contribute  to  the  expression  of  our  times.  This  combination  of  inductivist  and 

historicist  ideas,  open  to  criticism  in  so  many  ways,  also  encourages  the  pursuit  of 

problem-solving  techniques  as  an  end  in  itself.  If  the  problem-solving  routines  should 

be  inadequate  to  handle  the  complexity  of  the  problem  and  therefore  generate  an 

environment  that  distorts  man,  one  can  interpret  the  distorted  man  as  being  expressive 

of  his  time.  Even  the  inadequacy  of  the  technique  could  be  seen  as  a,  perhaps 

U ぱ てニ 十 ヰ unzlt てニ， e@lfL*C@toFfhLL  tl 山 e ニ， thlS  千 L 九 戊巾り St    L ニ 巾寸 ノ LE 九   三九 n て三 S( ニ l て九   千 て斗 り   ln  kn    ln 三フ ヰ hz 九 ヰ 

ニ九 n て斗 th てニ r 三九 p て斗 r てフ prf ニ斗 tLLst てニ p  L 三 f て寸 L 三 stlnLLh ニ八 s  L ノてニてニ n  fuIftll てニ LL. 

That  is,  under  the  historicist  prejudice  of  modern  architectural  thought,  what  results 
from  the  use  of  a  new  technique  is  less  important  than  that  the  use  of  these  means  is 

  山 an    hl5tD 「 @    Hy ・ lnSu    anl 口 flaLonof 山 eanS ， 山 e ほ ls 山 edange て山 ata  卜 り口 anly 

l 山 po 而 ntaCLV@    ， p ト OV@dlng  ph    @    lenMLon 山 ent 山 atw 山十 aCm 日 tc 山 e  a    leVe 山 eentof 

れり manpurpoSeS,wlllbe  a 而 flclaHyandd  de 而 men 日 lll[ySlmf:p@med  lnorderthatltfitthe 

avallab@etechnlques. 
My  argument  may  now  be  reformulated  to  say:  There  is  no  imperative  that  we 

must  use  any  given  technique.  There  is  an  imperative  that  we  attempt  to  better 
understand  the  activity  of  the  architect,  the  problem  situation  within  which  he  works,  and 
the  reasons  for  his  often  rather  bad  performance.  At  any  rate,  it  is  only  through  such  an 

understanding  of  the  architect's  relation  to  his  problems  that  WO  could  come  to  know 

怖 ien  and  where  to  use  which  new  techniques. 

To  achieve  such  an  understanding  of  the  architect's  problem  situation  and  of  the 

response  of  the  best  architects  to  such  problem  situations  will  be  anything  but  easy   

Tonight  I  shall  attempt  nothing  more  than  an  example  and  what  appear  to  be  some 

  ltSlmCpliCationSP  [ln5e 「 t  next] 丁   twhlch  lmmedlaLelyConCernsme  lsthatan 

lm      nt れ umaanactiUitVSholoUldnot    a ほ 山口 aflyanddetrlmentallySlmFpl 山 ed  lnorder 

to  ntanex ぬ ntme    an@    lroutlne ， "    dan    「 Orsuchano    r ー日 mpl 川   LOn    mS 
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bothf 「 Om  thee 口 thu5laSmIfo 「 meeChanlzationandf 「 Om  the  lm    VCnShed  Unde 「 s 日 ndlng 

of  architecture  fostered  by  modem  architectural  theory   

  e  m    n@      iCh    a ト   it    a    c 卜   め   Sign    n 卜 山口 弍 「 ated  ln 山 eea 「 HeL 

example  of  the  motor.  Even  in  the  instance  of  inductive  problem-solving  WF  have 
included  the  manufacturer's  policy-making,  the  work  of  the  problem  solving  engineer,  the 
production  of  the  motor,  and  the  motor  in  use.  But  if  W@  now  pursue  all  the  reciprocities 

of  these  factors,  WO  then  have  an  idea  of  the  extraordinarily  complex  activity  that  the 
architect  often  calls  design.  He  sees  that  any  solution,  any  form,  has  implications  beyond 
十 hL)    th 三九 tw 丁 P 「 Lalnt てニ nL ノヰニてノ， @                  t 巾 て斗 H    tlL ノ nS            r 寸 ノ L7r 山川て天 tl てフ n  回                           
sees  this  dynamic  interrelation  of  form  and  problem  as  of  the  first  importance.  And  it  is 

tills  reciprocity  of  form  and  problem  that  is  not  sufficiently  recognized  by  the  problem- 
solving  designer. 

This  idea  might  be  made  more  clear  by  paraphrasing  M.C.  Beardsley's 
description  of  creativity:  "...  as  the  artist  moves  from  stage  to  stage,  it  is  not  that  he  is 
100king  to  see  whether  he  is  saying  what  he  already  meant,  but  that  he  is  100king  to  see 

whether  he  wants  to  mean  what  he  is  saying."1  We  can  test  the  adequacy  of  architecture 
conceived  as  problem-solving  and  the  universality  of  such  conceptions  as  the  frictionless 
fit  of  form  and  context  by  the  examination  of  such  a  building  as  Le  Corbusier's  Carpenter 
Center  for  the  Visual  Arts  at  Harvard  University.  The  Carpenter  Center  has  been  roundly 
criticized  for  being  anything  but  effortless  in  its  relations  with  people,  with  its  neighboring 

ne0-Georgian  buildings,  or  with  the  Cambridge  street  pattern.  One  cannot  deny  that 
there  is  reason  for  people  to  discover  that  the  Visual  Arts  Center  is  assertive  and  does   
oiled  solution  here,  but  rather  to  the  way  in  which  a  problem  has  been  developed  and  left 
open  to  continuing  development   

Harvard  University  had  discovered  that,  in  their  own  words,  "colleges  graduate 

IJAAC,  XXII1,  1965,  p.  299   
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that  called  for  active  participation  in  the  visual  arts.  Such  a  teaching  program  required  a 

building;  and  since  the  involvement  was  with  the  visual  arts,  the  site  should  be  near  the 

FOgg  MUSeu 山   

丁 he  teaChlng  atthe  Visua@ALSCenLcrhaSthe  Oppo は urNl ゆ Ito  bethe  目 OSt 

lmpo    ntfactor@nHarvard'sP れ   ram  O 干   U    LOnlrintheartS. BUtasa    mp@e 山 e 口 t め山 at 

dldaCtlcp て ogLa 山 ， LeCo    USlerandh@sbuildlnghavebrilliantly ト e 丁 OrmU@a 亡   山 eorlgInal 

p ト ocoblem ・ A ハ yt    Ch@ngpr    Lam  wouldreachonlyaS 山 Qallpa 「 toftheHafvardComm 口 n@ ゆ， 

and  very  few  people  outside  that  community.  If  universities  are  concerned  with  general 
artistic  illiteracy,  then  they  must  offer  instruction  to  the  whole  community.  The  building  itself 
must  reach  out  and  engage  every  person  in  such  a  way  that  even  people  who  will  never 

be  formally  enrolled  at  the  Visual  Arts  Center  will  have  the  opportunity  to  achieve  new 

realizations  about  the  potential  of  architectural  form  as  a  shaper  of  life.  I  had  the 

memorable  and  most  happy  experience  of  seeing  such  a  realization  take  place.  Without 
any  prior  instruction,  WO  brought  some  of  our  M.1.T.  freshmen  to  visit  the  Carpenter 

Center.  A  girl  from  a  small  town  in  Illinois,  completely  untutored  in  architecture,  explored 
the  Corbusier  building.  After  she  had  moved  through  the  building  for  some  time,  we 

asked  what  her  reaction  had  been.  She  was  at  first  a  bit  timid  about  answering,  but  then 

she  told  us  that  when  she  had  come  to  the  top  of  the  ramp,  she  felt  that  she  was  all  over   
the  building  contributed  to  her  reaction.  But  for  now,  the  important  thing  is  that  she  had 
come  to  realize  a  potential  in  architecture  which  she  had  not  even  suspected.  The  fact  that 

she  had  made  her  discovery  by  means  of  actual  movement  through  the  building  is  one  of 
山 a れ ylndl 日 UOnSthatCo ト buSle ト「 eSha the  original  problem  in  at  least  two  ways.  First, 
he  had  made  the  building  itself  an  active  participant  in  the  problem  situation  rather  than  a 

retiring,  effortless  framework.  Secondly,  the  visitor  and  Harvard  are  forced  to  recognize 

^.D.  Trottenberg,  "College  Graduate  Visual  Illiterates,  Saturday  Review  (Feb.  19, 
イ 966) ， ア 3  打   
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thatthe  l 山 te て aCyaooUta 『 R  lSnota  maa 甘 e 「 ofVlSiononl ノ ・ @n 亡 hl5bulldlnga 吋 lSnota    e 口 ato て 

sport;  all  of  one's  senses,  the  whole  of  one's  perception  and  thought  is  engaged.  In 
some  ways,  one  is  tempted  to  feel  that  the  Carpenter  Center  for  the  Visual  Art  is  a  world, 

a  context,  a  problem,  and  WO  have  the  happy  opportunity  to  form  ourselves  against  it   

That  is,  Corbusier's  building  may  be  seen  as  a  complete  inversion  of  the  idea  of 

十 nct@onle5S ，   lClenLdtdeSign. ltalSo  StandSlnSha 「 p    n 甘 a 可 ttoanySlmple  notlonof 

problem-solving.  Harvard  still  has  not  defined  the  original  problem,  nor  solved  it;  but  they 
have  entered  into  the  problem  situation  more  fruitfully  than  anyone  with  a  hard  definition. 

A  日 mHarargUmeentforglgroWththLough"problem-w-Worrylng" の uldbGemadeforthe 

wa ノ m  wh@chLeGorbUS@er ， 8attheVAC,Continuedtotran 可 orm  oneofhlsowna ト山 L れ山 ra@ 

problemSwhlchhadbeensetoutlnthe  Mal 釦 nDom@no  ln  l9 了 4   

Of  course  it  could  be  argued  that  the  buildings  where  WO  would  value  such 
assertion  from  architectural  form  are  unusua1.  As  a  matter  of  degree,  this  might  be  so; 

here  I  have  only  wanted  to  demonstrate  that  WO  cannot  accept  problem-solving  and 

  0 ほ @cSSfltasunlverSalConCeptSlnarchfteCturaldeSign. E@sewhere  lhaVef 「 iedto 

Suggo 東 thata  reSls 日 nnCe  OfeffiCientdesignCana@So  be  Im    は antllnsome 山 @ng   
prosaic  as  housing  for  married  students. 

1n  contrast  to  the  problem-solving  design  approach,  then,  I  would  see  the 
archlteCtIsapproachasaSequenCeofa 口 lv 山 eSen    mpaSSlngat@ea 針   followlng 

S 日 geS:generalized  unders 口 ndlng  ofthe  pro め lGIem  ， varlousformalp ト O      @s ， S 山 dyof 

the  implications  of  the  proposals;  successive  reformulations  of  the  problem  and 
proposals;  and  the  final  selection  of  a  form  for  its  appropriateness  to  the  reformulated 

problem.  In  this  case,  one  must  judge  not  only  the  fit,  but  also  how  the  problem  has 
changed.  And  one  must  judge  the  fit  not  in  terms  of  frictionlessness,  but  in  terms  of 

whetherthefr@ctionlssultedtothenew  problem  formUlaLon ・ Does 山 ewho@e  ﾑ 
re 千 orm り latedDroblem  andtorm  ﾑ  reSist ノ mclsm7   

But  now  it  might  be  objected  that  I  have  described  the  architect  as  he  already 
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exl まき・ FUrthermore ， @ 口 Cla@ 巾 l 口 gtha 十 WO  h 目 VC  node 可 S ぬ te 山 GentStSof;  architectuiralp の b@e 山 S ， 

no  axiomatic  system  for  design,  no  specification  of  elements,  no  specifiable  identification 
of  a  solution,  and  that  the  problem  shifts  with  the  form  adopted,  am  I  not  forced  to  the 

awkward  position  that  everything  is  relative  and  the  admission  that  the  architect  can  justify 
nothing(or  anything)  that  he  does? 

However,  I  think  the  understanding  of  frie  work  of  the  architect  toward  which  my 

paperpolntSnoto 口 ly    nfl@ctswl 山 the  notlono 十 arCh@teCtureaSp て Oblemm    lvlng ， bUtalso 

  口   re5    d 山 olon@la れ chn    ralaCtiVitieSsomeWhatd 而   e 巾 l ノ   

We  return  to  the  generally  recognized  situation  that  I  mentioned  earlier  in  my  paper   

That  is,  much  of  recent  architecture  is  open  to  serious  criticism,  and  architects  have  no  way 

of  justifying  their  actions.  The  systems-0riented  architects  have  adopted  new  techniques 
and  sought  to  analyze  the  problem  into  a  rationally  unassailable  assembly  of  bite  which 
COuldthenbeSyntheslzed  lntoan 口 れ三 S    Ha ら @eleSolUtlon. MyContentlonls 山 latlnmost 

  5eSmaan,hlsaCLV 山 o5 ， andtheenvf 「 onmentlLe 肝 Chan 日 eove 「 tlme 山 etlmeo 千山 eda ノ 

aswellasa 巾 oreepochalSenseoftlme ・ Consequentlytheana@ySlsofanyPLoblGlem 

l 口 WlMngmo 低血 Rna れ山 claH ノ Hm 卜   aspeCtSofmlanCannot    の 川 pleL 日 ， lnorCanlt   
freeofamb@gu 口 eSandtenslons ・ lnan3l ヴ日 ngthe  p 「 oblem ， We    口口 OtknoW  aHo 干 the  blts ・ 

  rCanwebe5ureofthe 口 na    nab 山ゆ oftheblte  orouranalytlCalStru 口口 ぼ ・ NeltherCan 

we  be  sure  of  our  heuristics  of  synthesis.  If  WO  take  the  problem-solving  approach,  we 

certainly  cannot  do  this  haphazardly,  but  if  we  go  through  that  process  conscientiously  we 

willneversuCCeed  in  even  stat@ngthe  p て oblem  ， letalone  solvlng  汀 ， ButSl 口 c<Ce  th 。 

envlron 山 eentW 山計山 hav てシ to  b てヲ 巾 a 口 lpula 亡 てシ d ，     lnaSp    So 十 the  p て Ob@ てノ 山 -solVl 口 g 

  stem  willbe  irrationallyslurr    OveLlnthe  旧 めて StofaChleVlng  SOme  低 SU 卜 ， NOtonly 

doeSthls ぼ l 口 trodu    干 ratlonaH ゆ ， bUtthe  melh    lsthenb 川 lto 口 aVe げ Cu 川 o り SaSSemb@y 

of  some  carefully  researched  data,  100se  assumptions,  personal  hypotheses  and 
particulars  developed  in  relation  to  other  hypotheses.  [END  OF  INSERT] 

Here  I  would  like  just  to  insert  one  observation  which  will  require  much  more 

consideration  than  I  have  been  able  to  give  it.  The  reciprocal  relation  of  problem  and 
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form  that  I  have  been  discussing  is  indeed  quite  different  from  the  concepts  of 

problem-solving  that  1  have  discussed.  In  defense  of  the  problem-solving  approach, 
however,  one  must  acknowledge  that  the  continuing  development  of  feedback 
systems  appears  to  be  providing  models  that  more  closely  simulate  the  activity  of 
architectural  design.  I  would  only  wish  to  express  some  reservation  as  to  whether 

even  a  very  refined  feedback  mechanism  can  compete  with  the  human  mind  in  such  an 

lmprobable,    ntroversla@domaalnasthatofenvlronm?en 日 lldeslgnforthefaC 川日 tlono 十 

れり 巾 anpu ト poSeS ・ ldo  noteXpreSSthlsdoUbton 山 yau 十 hon ゆ ， butonthe  a り thon ゆ of 

Norbert  Wiener's  fears  of  the  modern  sorcery  of  gadgeteering  engineers. 
1n  contrast  to  the  description  offered  by  the  notion  of  problem-solving,  can  we 

imagine  a  more  rational  and  more  consistent  way  of  structuring  the  activity  of  an 

architect?3  One  of  the  accusations  is  that  the  architect  cannot  justify  his  large-schlSla 「 靭 @e 

decisions;  and  therefore  can  justify  anything.  However,  there  is  nothing  peculiar  about 
the  architects  inability  to  justify  his  actions.  Even  the  most  rational  man,  dealing  with  the 
most  rational  issue  can  finally  be  pushed  back  to  nothing  stronger  than  his  personal  faith 
or  commitment  in  rationality.  W.W,  Bartley  has  proposed  that  we  change  our  demand. 

Rather  than  asking  the  rational  man  to  rationally  justify  everything  he  holds,  which  leads 
to  infinite  regress,  we  ask  only  that  the  rational  man  .not  justify  what  he  does  hold 

irrationally.  Applying  this  argument  to  our  situation,  we  drop  any  demand  that  the 
architect  justify  himself  rationally,  but  we  do  demand  that  he  be  open  to  criticism  and  that 
he  not  blunt  the  criticism  by  irrational  justification.The  removal  of  the  demand  for 
justification  admits  the  desirable  pluralism  of  approach;  rational  criticism  keeps  that 
pluralism  in  bounds. 

We  can  ask  the  architect  to  be  as  clear  as  possible  about  his  assumptions  and  his   
  arChlDel@eCLsworkwillbe  under お lf ぜ rlt@clSm  a 山 Open め theCnL 口 sm(ofothers ・ lnthls 

3 丁 hefoLm し laLonoofthlS    山 OnofmypaperlSCleaHyreHantontheStudleSo 十 Wl 山 am 
W ・ Ba 爪 ley ， 山 。 eS    ia 卜 yinh@s          Re 廿 eat 日 CO 山川 it 巾 ent ， New  YOrk ，「 962   
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way,  we  may  begin  to  discover  the  connections  between  inadequate  architectural  form 

and  certain  formulations  or  assumptions  made  by  the  architect.  At  a  certain  point,  we 

may  be  able  to  say,  it  is  irrational  to  continue  to  make  this  assumption;  or,  in  this 

problem-space  it  is  unreasonable  to  adopt  this  formulation.  In  this  way,  we  do  not  ask 

the  impossible  of  an  architect ﾑ  a  rational  justification  of  a  position  which  involves  many 

qualitative  as  well  as  factual  judgments.  But  we  also  do  not  clip  his  wings  and  tell  him  to 

make  no  such  judgments.  Rationality  rests  in  the  willingness  to  examine  one's 
hypotheses  and  one's  judgments  and  to  abandon  these  when  they  prove  to  be  false  or 

也 M 山 en ぬ @   

ButwhatwouldCountasCrltlc@sm ワ   erewo り @d    山 e  日田 c@s 巾 Iof@    lc ・ Unle 卜 a 

logical  contradiction  is  being  used  for  "friction"  in  a  beneficial  way,  WO  may  expect  that  the 

system  adopted  (adopted  without  prior  justification)  will  be  consistent.  If  the  system 

leads  itself  into  irresolvable  self-contradiction,  this  must  be  accepted  as  a  criticism  of  the 

system. 
There  would  be  the  criticism  of  empirical  test.  This  would  include  such  mundane 

but  decisive  failures  as  collapse  of  the  building,  spaces  with  uncontrollable  temperature, 

glazed  areas  that  are  deemed  a  risk  of  life  under  adverse  but  recurrent  weather 

conditions,  orientation  that  creates  external  spaces  that  exaggerate  adverse  weather 

conditions,  and  the  like. 

Especially  when  one  is  dealing  with  proposals  rather  than  with  finished  buildings, 
there  would  be  the  criticism  of  scientific  theory.  Once  the  work  is  built,  any  relevant 
scientific  theory  must  either  be  corroborated  or  refuted  by  the  building;  but  before  it  is 

built,  WO  may  wish  to  use  scientific  theory  to  criticize  the  proposa1.  If  structural  theory 

tells  us  the  building  will  collapse,  WO  will  at  least  want  to  build  and  test  a  mode1.  If 

sociological  theory  tells  us  the  proposed  environment  will  warp  the  psychic  life  of  its 
inhabitants,  WO  will  at  least  want  to  examine  the  plausibility  of  the  theory  on  which  that 

judgment  is  based. 
  ere  wouldal 釦     Cr 山 clClS 山 @Of    m    tlng  arCh 山 e びり ralp ト O    F@S ・ M り山 ple 
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proposals  suggest  both  new  opportunities  and  new  criticisms.  They  also  have  the 
psychological  advantage  of  breaking  down  personal  identification  with  a  particular 

proposa1. 
Finally,  there  is  the  check  of  the  problem.  I  have  been  emphasizing  the 

development  of  the  problem,  the  transformation  of  the  problem  into  something  which 
subsumes  the  original  problem  statement;  but  the  original  problem  has  to  have  been 
dealt  with  in  some  way.  I  have  suggested  that  Corbusier  translated  the  problem  of 
alerting  a  community  to  the  significance  of  the  visual  arts  into  a  more  comprehensive 
problem  concerning  the  relation  of  man  to  a  formed  environment.  But  to  suggest  a 

negative  test  case,  if  one  desired  an  environment  that  would  encourage  the 

soon ぬ n    US の nfLon 恒 tonCofSChoIarsfrom  dlfferentdlsclpl)nes,we  巾 aay  @nqulre 

whetherthls  hasbeen  achleved ，   hotheLtnehe  archl 恒ぬ lnLcrpret    thls  p 「 ob@e 巾 to 

involve  a  greater  physical  proximity,  a  new  communication  system,  a  symbolically 

identifiable  place,  or  whatever  else,  it  should  be  possible  to  discover  whether  the 

approach  adopted  enhanced  or  decreased  such  contact  among  the  relevant 
population. 

1  believe  these  suggestions  incorporate    eS てフ 干 C 川 tlClS 山 oofa  St ト e    山 that 

should  instruct  us  in  ways  to  improve  our  architectural  hypotheses  and  heuristics.  Of 
の u ト   ， anlndlVidualCanalwa    の   什           argume い尽 ぬ Wa ト d    a れ yandaH 

criticism.  He  can  simply  refuse  to  be  rationa1.  But  this  becomes  a  matter  of 

professional  education  and  etiiics.  If  we  unburden  the  architect  of  ttie  demand  to 

luSt      hlS    S 而 on  F                    ， We  山 りぬ aS 卜 hl 巾 ， help  hl 巾 ， ln    り戊 hlm  to  L    ほて r 山   land 

t 口 va@ue  and    ト可 uHyweig 卜   Cr 山 oS 山 Ofo 山 e に。 

In  conclusion,  I  have  been  arguing  that  WO  certainly  cannot  demand,  probably 

cannot  expect  or  desire  a  rigorous  system  for  architectural  design.  This,  however, 
doesnotdenythepoSslbilityordesirabilityof 巾 aan-maChlnme 

日川 巾し nl 臼 LonSwhe 「 e 山 ema 山 @ne meSafu 「 nhertoolof 山 edeSlgner   

We  alsoCannotSy れ山 eSl2ethe  humaanenvI 「 onmGen 干 from  hard  and の n    nlenUy 
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  Le ト巾 ln@      C  atomlC  fa は S   

The  strongest  and  most  flexible  rational  system  available  is  to  give  the  creative 
person  free  reign  subject  only  to  responsible,  reasonable  and  sensitive  self-criticism  and 
the  public  tests  of  performance  and  criticism. 

The  call  is  not  for  artificially  precise  problems,  rigorous  systems,  friction-1ess 
solutions,  or  justification  of  one's  actions. 

Growth  of  architectural  learning  and  practice  calls  for  a  relentless  rational  and 

sensible  criticism  that  "worries"  the  problem,  striving  for  a  better  problem  ﾑ  especially  a 

better  problem  ﾑ  and  then  also  for  a  relation  of  problem  and  form  that  is  resistant  to 

加 ""   

It  is  common  to  hear  that  architecture  is  at  sea   

･  We  have  no  clear  general  theories  or  goals   

･  We  have  no  reliable  particulars  or  facts. 

Tke  卯 i 口 lrea 団 onSto  MS 卜確 bFn     

･  To  agree,  despair  and  lapse  into  complete  relativism 

･  To  accept  the  formulation  of  the  crisis  and  therefore  I)  to  formulate  ideals,  theories  and 

goals  which  are  put  forward  on  a  lake  it  or  leave  it  basis 

2)  to  collect  and  display  reliable  facts   

The  claim  of  my  paper  is  that: 

･  As  bad  as  the  situation  of  architecture  may  be,  it  is  not  as  bad  or  as  unusual 

as  it  may  appear. 

･  All  of  science,  mathematics,  and  art  -  human  knowledge  is  a  matter  of  growth,  not  solid 

foundations. 

･  We  have  the  conditions  for  growth. 

･  We  need  the  understanding  to  cultivate  our  growth   

How  do  we  cultivate  our  growth? 

･  Not,  I  have  argued,  by  a  systematic  methodology  that  returns  to  the  old  dogmatic 
false  problem  of  foundations   
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･  Not  by  treating  all  new  systems  and  techniques  as  mere  tools  since  this   
the  pFoble 山 ・ 

･  Not  by  treating  all  new  systems  and  techniques  as 

absolute  media  both  because  the  techniques  are  rich  and  flexible  and 

problems  are  also  generated  outside  the  media   

We  are  in  a  pluralistic  situation  and  this  pluralism  can  be  turned  to  account. 

Along  with  our  complex  problems  we  have  complex  techniques  and  many  people 
wlth  na@ve  conjeCtu 「 eS ・   e              巾 O 「 e  5wtemat@C  旧 r    nlzl 口 g  theSe  十 aCtorS  旧 

setting  up  the  conjectures,  in  criticizing  them,  and  thereby  learning  and  growing.  But  such  an 

approach  is  not  systematic  in  the  sense  of  imposing  a  manageable  structure;  rather  it  seeks 
to  discover  the  structure  through  an  interesting  situation  of  multiple  conjectures  and  criticism. 

Since  we  don't  know  what  the  situation  is  till  we  get  involved  in  the  process,  it's  no 

use  later  asking  if  WQ  are  saying  what  WF  meant.  We  learn  through  the  process  and 

therefore  want  to  ask  "Do  I  mean  what  I  am  saying?" 

I  ask  that  question  of  myself  and  I'm  sure  I'll  learn  much  from  all  of  you  this  week   

Thank  you   




